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Tax Free Weekend in Missouri
Save $ this weekend

 

Did you know that the average American family spends $600 on back-to-school shopping? Just a little
planning ahead and you can save some dollars this year. The first savings step is to shop this
weekend for your school shopping. It is tax-free weekend in Missouri.  It runs from Friday, August 2nd
- Sunday, August 4th and includes the following items:

Clothing under $100

School supplies under $50

Computer software under $350

Computers/computer equipment under $3,500

 

Here are 8 smart shopping strategies and back-to-school
savings tips. 

Back-to-school items and new school clothing can be expensive…especially if you have more than
one child in your family. Whether your child is starting elementary school, middle school, high school
or college, you know how expensive it is to gear up all the kids for the new school year.  Here are
some tips:



Tip #1 - Shop tax free

Shop for clothing or back to school supplies this weekend in Missouri tax-free. Remember, not all
cities participate. Be sure to check here to see if you local area is participating. 

Tip #2 - Compare prices online or with great apps

Compare before you go shopping. You can save even more than taxes by comparing prices online for
many of the items you need. You can also use coupons. You can check out a coupon website like
RetailMeNot or download their app available for iPhones or Androids.  You can also download an app
like Red Laser that enables you to scan an item and find the best price either online or at your local
store close by. 

Tip #3: Reuse

How many times have you come home with a new pencil box, scissors and
markers to find last year’s pencil box fully stocked? Before you shop, look
around and gather those items that can be reused for the new school year.
Also, look in the older sister’s supplies for things her younger sibling might
need. In my house, calculators were repurposed for each daughter. Also,
my kid’s used their backpacks and some other items for multiple years. 



Tip #4: Price Match at Participating Stores

If you don’t want to go to multiple stores for the best priced item, take advantage of price-matching.
There are many chains that offer this now including, Target, Best Buy, Wal-Mart, Staples, and Office
Depot to name a few. Make sure to check each stores websites for the rules on their price matching,
though. 

Tip #5: Buy some items later

We all know that a few weeks after school starts, they will slash prices in the stores on their school
supplies. If you can wait, purchase some items later for clearance prices. Don’t do this on special
items that might be harder to find, though - you might not be able to find what you need after the stock
is depleted.   

Tip #6: Wait to buy new clothes

This one is a tough sell to your kids, but is worth the wait. Around
Kansas City, it is hot well into September, so the kids can wear their
summer clothes until the weather changes, and the prices are reduced



summer clothes until the weather changes, and the prices are reduced
for fall clothes. Sometimes they are just starting high school and are
unaware of the styles worn by the current students. Waiting can save
you money by making sure the kids wear what you buy. 

 

Tip #7: Make a budget

Remember all the expenses that go into the new school year: supplies, clothing, textbooks, fees, etc.
Make a budget and stick to it. Your school should have a list for each grade and what is needed.
Sometimes we wait until school starts for many items, since some teachers don’t require everything
on the school list (this mainly works for high school grades). 

Tip #8: Leave in some fun 

Children are excited to purchase new things for the brand new school year. So when they ask for a
folder or special markers or pens, let them splurge on a couple of things. Spending a few extra dollars
on character folders rather than a set of plain folders will not break the bank and will bring a smile to
your child’s face. 
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Correcting Errors on Your Credit Report
These tips will help you fix your credit report quickly

If you’re trying to get a mortgage, a car or student loans, lenders will check your credit history.
Unfortunately, credit report mistakes could arise for one reason or another, but you can dispute these
errors.
 
Creditors, insurers, employers and businesses that will use your credit report to evaluate your
applications for credit, insurance, em-ployment or acquiring a home are among those that have a legal
right to access this information. The Federal Trade Commission notes that, under the Fair Credit
Reporting Act (FCRA), however, you can dispute credit report mistakes and ensure that all of your
information is accurate.
 
How Does the FCRA Work?
 
Passed in 1970, the FCRA regulates credit bureaus and how they handle consumer credit
information. Because a single error can have far-flung effects on a person’s credit report, he or she
has the right to dispute such a mistake under this federal statute.
 
Those who find errors on a credit report should act immediately to get these issues rectified. Contact
the credit reporting company and the information provider (the person or organization offering details
about a credit reporting company) to get the ball rolling.
 
To make corrections to an inaccurate credit report, those who find mistakes should take both of the
following steps.
 
Notify the credit reporting
company. Write a letter that
explains the problem. Providing
copies of documents that support
your case is helpful as well.
 
With every submission, include
your complete name and address.
Identify each item in your report
that you are disputing and explain
the reason why you think this
information is inaccurate. It is better
to err on the side of caution, so be
sure to keep copies of all of your
dispute information and
enclosures.
 
After you send your materials,
credit reporting companies must
investigate the items in question. In addition, these businesses must forward all of the pertinent data
you provided about the inaccuracy to the person or organization providing the information.
 



If the information provider reviews the details and finds that your case is valid, credit report changes
must be made immediately. All three nationwide credit reporting companies will be notified to correct
the information in your file.
 
At the investigation’s conclusion, the credit reporting company is required to provide you with the
dispute results in writing and a free copy of your updated report. This free report does not count as
your annual free report.
 
Inform the creditor about your dispute. A creditor or any other information provider must be notified
about your dispute. Send written notification about the conflict and include copies of documents to
support your position, if possible. If you are correct—if the information is found to be inaccurate—the
information provider is not permitted to report it again.
 
Reviewing your credit report periodically enables you to ensure its accuracy. Under U.S. law, you can
order one free copy of your credit report from each of the nationwide credit reporting companies every
12 months. You can request your reports from each of the three nationwide credit reporting
companies at the same time, or you can order your report from each of the companies one at a time
throughout the year.
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Security Tools for Online Banking
Tools used by financial institutions to keep financial information
safe

Online banking has become an everyday occurrence for plenty of Americans these days. Whether you
keep things simple by just checking your balance online and making the occasional transfer or you
pay all of your bills online and then some, it’s important for you to know that both your finances and
your personal information are safe and secure. Rest assured, because most, if not all, financial
institutions employ a variety of online banking safety features that keep your most critical information
locked up.
 
According to Rob Berger of MSN Money, roughly 423.5 million people accessed online banking sites
in 2012.
 
With Increased usage, however,
online banking is becoming an
increasingly attractive target for
hackers,” Berger warned.  While
that may be unsettling to hear,
there is a silver lining.  As a result,
banks continually improve their
systems to effectively deal with
such activity.  

There are both physical and
technical safeguards that are
employed to ensure the security of
your finances. Some of these
safeguards include the following.
 
Password-controlled entry. In
order to access your financial
institution, you will need to
establish a password for your
account. According to Microsoft.com, the top tips for creating a strong password are making it eight
characters long, avoiding using names or complete words, and making it distinctly different from other
passwords you currently use.
 
Multi-factor authentication. Similar to passwords, Multi-factor authentication add another level of
security to ensure that you are the one accessing your information.   If you log-in to your online
banking from a different computer, security questions will appear for you to answer.  These questions
are chosen by you and only you should know the answers to these questions.  This gives you the
confidence that you are accessing your own online banking account.  
 
Firewalls. Firewalls create a barrier between your financial institution’s internal systems and the
Internet. This helps keep information protected while allowing the financial institution to monitor all
activity within online banking, including log-ins and access violations.
 



 
Automatic time-out period. If you have entered your online banking account, but you’ve been
inactive for a specified period of time, the site will automatically time out or log you out of your session
to prevent others from viewing your Internet activity.

Despite the numerous tools that financial institutions use to make sure your finances and your
personal information are secure, fraudulent activity can still happen.  

According to the San Francisco Chronicle, “There are multiple ways to steal a password.  The fastest
growing methods, which have caused the current concern about fraud are e-mail phishing and Trojan
programs.”  To protect yourself, never to respond to an email asking for sensitive information.  Your
bank will never send such an email to you.  
 
Thankfully, there are additional steps that you can take to go the extra step to protecting your financial
security: 
•   Don’t give your password to anyone.
•   Use a password with both upper- and lowercase letters, as well as a symbol and numbers.
•   Change your password every 90 days.
•   When you end your online banking session, be sure to log off.

If you have questions about online banking and the security of your information online, contact us
today.
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Small Business Banking Tips from the Game of
Baseball
America’s pastime on successful partnerships with financial
institutions

For centuries writers have been using the game of baseball as a way to start conversations about
many aspects of life, from business to the arts to relationships, and small business banking is no
different. Baseball teaches us to put the right financial team on the field, develop a financial strategy,
communicate effectively with our financial institution and make changes along the way.
 
The right team
 
Good small business banking begins with having the right team. The financial institution that one
partners with will make all the difference.
 
“In making the decision, it is
pertinent to consider not only your
business’s current needs, but its
potential future aspirations,”
explains Inc. magazine. “That’s
especially true if you’re anticipating
being in the market for a loan over
the next few years. Because the
bulk of small business loans come
these days from smaller community
banks, it is advisable to establish a
good relationship with your bank
before your business needs outside
capital.”
 
Develop a strategy
 
Just as baseball managers and
general managers develop an
overall approach to a season, small
business owners can think strategically in their approach to banking.
 
What are the company’s short- and long-term goals? If simple business savings and checking
accounts are most important right now and for the foreseeable future, keep an eye on fees and
interest rates.
 
Future growth is important too, so keep in mind that local and regional financial institutions are well
known for supporting local businesses.
 
“Research shows that small banks are more likely than large institutions to issue loans to businesses
in their community,” Inc. adds. “In fact, though small and midsize banks control only 22 percent of all
bank assets, they account for 54 percent of small business lending, according to Federal Deposit



Insurance Company data from the third quarter of 2009.”
 
Communication is key
 
Baseball is a game of necessary communication. Managers and coaches set team goals and tell
players what’s expected of them, and catchers and third base coaches deliver signs.
 
Companies can take a similar approach to working with their financial institution. From opening an
account to revisiting their banking strategy down the road, communication is key.
 
“Remember, as a potential customer, you have the right to ask for exactly what you need,” Inc. 
advises. “If that’s free online banking, make that clear to your community bank manager. Or, if you’re
willing to pay for certain services but need a representative to be available on a monthly basis to
counsel you, let them know that upfront.”
 
Don’t be afraid to make changes
 
Need to bring a new pitcher out of the bullpen or perhaps a pinch hitter or runner off the bench?
Baseball managers and business owners alike can find success by instituting changes.
 
When it comes to small business banking, once a business is off the ground and running, it might be
time to start a reserve fund and a new account to go with it.
 
“You will need a reserve fund to keep you functioning during those periods of time when cash flow
grinds to a halt,” notes Your-Small-Business-Guide.com. “It is very difficult for small business owners
to do this because there is always something you need to spend your cash on, but you will be glad
you did it. Your mom was right—it is good to ‘save for a rainy day.’”
 
Adding an investment portfolio is another change that small businesses can consider, although
experts say this should be done in the simplest way possible.
 
“You take plenty of risk in your business; as an investor, you should keep it simple, spread your eggs
among many baskets, keep fees and taxes low and tilt the odds in your favor with indexed mutual
funds and exchange traded funds,” the New York Times states.
 
No matter what kind of relationship you are looking for from your financial institution, keep these
baseball lessons in mind. They could go a long way toward building and maintaining a successful
business.
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Creative Ways to Stay Hydrated
Oh-so-easy ways to drink enough water this summer

The importance of staying hydrated is well-documented: About 60 percent of the human body is
composed of water, and every major system depends on water to function properly. Water helps
control your body temperature, helps blood circulate and aids in digestion.
 
We all know that it's important to drink plenty of water, but sometimes it's hard to work enough into
your daily routine. Here are some ideas to help you stay hydrated.
 
Count liquids other than water
As a general rule of thumb,
health experts recommend that
you follow the eight-by-eight
rule: Drink at least 8 ounces of
fluid eight times a day. Good
old-fashioned water is your best
bet, but according to the Mayo
Clinic, you can count other
liquids — milk, juice, tea, coffee
and even soda — toward your
daily totals. What doesn't count
is alcohol. If you do drink
alcohol, drink a glass of water for
each alcoholic beverage you
consume to replenish fluids.
 
Infuse your water with pizzazz
If the taste of plain water turns
you off, consider drinking
infused water. You can have a
lot of fun experimenting with different flavor combinations. The Huffington Post rounded up some
great ideas in July 2012 — everything from "creamsicle" water (orange slices and vanilla bean) to
cucumber-lemongrass. Check out other options at
www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/07/11/water-flavors_n_1665025.html.
 
Choose water-rich snacks
Especially when it's hot outside, it's a good idea to eat fruits that contain lots of water. According to
WebMD.com, the top contender is watermelon, as it's 90 percent water. Other hydrating fruit choices
include melons (such as cantaloupe and honeydew), oranges and grapefruit.
 
Veggies generally don't contain as much water as fruit, but there are still some hydrating options, such
as celery and cucumbers. Soup and smoothies also help you stay hydrated.
 
Track your water intake in a fun way
When it comes to tracking your water intake, there is — of course — an app for that. Multiple apps, in
fact. For instance, Waterlogged is a free app for Android and Apple devices that allows users to track
their liquid intake using photographs of their glasses. The premium version offers reminders and



graphs of water intake.
 
For the less technologically minded, try this idea: Choose a small, healthy treat, such as grapes.
Count out eight grapes at the beginning of the day. Each time you drink 8 ounces of liquid, eat a
grape. When you finish the grapes, you'll know that you've reached your intake goals for the day.
 
Wear a hydration pack during exercise
No matter what time of year it is, you need to take extra steps to stay hydrated while exercising.
WebMD.com recommends drinking at least 16 ounces of water one hour prior to exercise, at least 4
to 8 ounces every 15 minutes while exercising, and an additional 16 ounces within an hour after
completing exercise.
 
To help you attain these levels, consider wearing a hydration pack while hiking or cycling. This is the
ultimate in "hands-free" hydration. A pack eliminates the cumbersome juggling of water bottles.
Outdoor retailer REI offers a comprehensive guide to choosing the right hydration pack for your needs
at www.rei.com/learn/expert-advice/hydration-system.html.
 
To determine if you are staying hydrated, monitor your thirst level and the color of your urine. If you are
rarely thirsty, and your urine is colorless or light yellow, then you are doing a good job of taking in
enough liquid.
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Three Great Touring Motorcycles
The Harley Street Bob, Victory Judge and BMW K1600GTL are
versatile, enjoyable rides

With summertime here and motorcycles out on the road, it’s normal to start dreaming of owning your
own two-wheeler or trading up for a better one. Among bikes, touring cruisers such as the Harley
Davidson Street Bob, the Victory Judge and the BMW K1600GTL are excellent rides because of their
versatility—they’re equally comfortable and enable commuters and road trippers to handle bumps and
rough patches admirably.
 
2013 Harley Davidson Street Bob
 
This much-loved machine is one of just a few Harley models to undergo any significant changes this
model year, having added a newly styled rear fender and taillights and relocating the ignition key from
the steering head column to the fuel tank console.
 
The most affordable of Harley’s Twin Cam 96 engine lineup, the 2013 Street Bob benefits greatly from
Harley’s H-D1 customization program. Using the online H-D1 Bike Builder tool, consumers can select
from extended plan offerings, H-D engines, wheels, seats and handlebars and then bring the plan to
their local dealer to order.
 
Of course, what’s best about the Bob is that it’s a Harley with Harley power and control.
 
“[Both the standard and customized versions] handled and ran like Nightsters on steroids!” raved
Aimag.com. “The Bobs were a pleasure to roll through the twisties, as well as blast down the straights.
At no time did either machine do any head shaking, wobbling, or anything else you don’t want a bike
to do, whether ridden at low speed or high. Handling in the corners was always predictable, and I had
lots of ground clearance (almost 5").”
 
2013 Victory Judge
 
The critics say this bike, the first
new Judge since 2006, was worth
the wait.
 
“The first impression the Judge
imposes is that it’s a power cruiser
with a lineage from the Hammer
S,” explained Motorcycle.com.
“Although this new bike is stout
looking, just like the Hammer, the
Judge is its own machine, with its
classic American muscle
car-inspired styling revealed most
prominently in the cast-aluminum
5-spoke wheels wrapped in plump
16-inch Dunlop 491 tires wearing
raised white lettering.”



raised white lettering.”
 
Best of all, the 2013 Judge is a
road-handling marvel.
 
“My suspicions the Judge would steer and handle better than a number of its brethren were confirmed
the first time I shoved on the bar to dart into a left-hand turn lane,” Motorcycle.com reported. “The
Judge flicked quickly to the left and I shouted in my helmet, ‘Now this is how a cruiser should handle!’”
 
2013 BMW K1600GTL
 
Leave it to BMW to build a great luxury bike. The 2013 K1600GTL gives motorcycle ergonomics a
good name and adds, for the first time in a motorcycle, an adaptive headlight.
 
“The ergonomics of the K1600GTL are designed for long trips and leave nothing to be desired for rider
or passenger in terms of comfort,” reported TopSpeed.com. “The slim design in the area of the rider’s
seat and the fact that the handlebars reach far back [allow for] a relaxed seating position—for hours
and over hundreds of miles. The passenger enjoys a sizable seating area and a comfortable
backrest.”
 
The headlight, meanwhile, “provides the very highest level of active safety,” TopSpeed.com reported.
 
The 2013 K1600GTL also delivers excellent handling and a “direct ride feel due to the groundbreaking
Duolever front suspension,” noted TopSpeed.com. In short, “[e]very detail is designed for maximum
riding pleasure. [This is] a motorcycle for people who are looking for a new kind of supremacy.”
 
There you have it. Three great touring bikes for your riding pleasure, and because it’s still summer
there’s still time to head out on the road for an open-air experience—and you don’t even have to put
the top down.
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5 Great Superhero Video Games
These familiar favorites will give you hours of heroic fun

Video games come in all shapes and sizes; there is an exciting game fit for almost every personality.
If you happen to enjoy games that center on familiar characters with super-human abilities, following
are five fun, superhero-themed games you may want to consider.
 
inFAMOUS 2 by SCEA
Set in a New Orleans-style town
called New Marais, this game
puts you in the center of the
action as everyman Cole
MacGrath, a bike messenger
who developed superpowers
after a freak accident in the first
game of the series. As inFAMOUS 2
inFAMOUS 2 unfolds, MacGrath
must learn to develop his
special powers, unravel the
mystery of The Beast and save
humankind. This sequel is
created for PlayStation 3 by
Sucker Punch games.
 
The Incredible Hulk: Ultimate
Destruction by Sierra
Entertainment
This game — created for
GameCube, Xbox and PlayStation 2 — features one of the world's most beloved superheroes who's
half hero, half trouble: The Hulk. This game allows you to control the big green guy on the streets of
New York City as he runs wild. If you have a hankering for destroying things, this superhero — who
often leaves a trail of debris in his wake — is just the ticket to gaming excitement.
 
Spider-Man 2 by Activision
Created in 2004, this game stands the test of time. Despite being part of a series, the second
incarnation of this Spider-Man gaming franchise is still a favorite. Here, Activision presents open-world
game play where Spidey spins webs across the streets of Manhattan. Created for PlayStation 2, Xbox
and GameCube.
 
Marvel vs. Capcom 2: New Age of Heroes by Capcom
More than 50 characters to choose from and stunning visuals combine to make Marvel vs. Capcom 2:
New Age of Heroes one of the best of the Marvel/Capcom combo games. Character choices include
everything from Iron Man to Wolverine to Black Heart. This game can be downloaded via Xbox Live
Arcade or PlayStation Network.
 
Batman: Arkham City by WB Games
Batman: Arkham City stands at the pinnacle of superhero gaming for many fans of this genre.
Featuring one of the most beloved superheroes of all time, this game offers a compelling story about



the Joker and a city that seems more like a prison. Filled with great combat and hidden elements, this
game has many fans. Created for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3.
 
This list provides just a small sampling of all the great superhero-themed games on the market today.
All games listed here are rated T on certain consoles — for some violence, crude humor, minimal
blood, simulated gambling and occasional strong language — which makes them generally suitable
for players 13 and up. Surely one of these fan favorites, however, will strike your fancy and provide
hours of exciting game play.
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